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FICHE TECHNIQUE
REGULATION

EXOHOTEL
LOGICIEL DE RESERVATION D’HOTEL

AVANTAGES 

Open and standardised solution
Enhanced comfort for the hotel guests
Reduced energy consumption
Hotel rooms are integrated into the hotel’s energy perspective
Strengthened environmental profile for the hotel

DESCRIPTION

Supplementary program based on the Fidelio protocol which makes it possible to connect a hotel booking system to 
EXO4.
EXOhotel is a software package for connection of a hotel booking system to an EXO4 system with a controller in each 
hotel room. The system is based on OPC technology.

When the hotel guest checks in, a message is sent from the 
booking system to EXOhotel, which in turn sends  a command 
to the controller in the guest room to go to economy mode. 
When the guest arrives at the room and puts the keycard 
in the reader, the running mode switches to comfort mode 
with forced ventilation. When the guest leaves the room, the 
controller goes back to economy mode after 10 minutes and 
when the guest checks out, it enters energy-saving mode.
EXOhotel can be used in conjunction with all hotel booking 
systems that are compatible with the protocol FIAS from 
Fidelio, a standard protocol which is well-known in the bu-
siness.

FONCTION

EXOhotel ensures that the hotel guest always has a comfor-
table temperature in his/her room. When the guest enters 
the room, the running mode is automatically set to comfort. 
When the guest is not in the room, the energy consumption 
is reduced. This energy conservation also strengthens the 
hotel’s environmental profile.

PERSPECTIVE

Since all the rooms are part of a control system which affects 
the whole hotel, it is not only the guests who control the 
temperature, but also the owner.

CARACTERISTIQUES TECHNIQUES

Max. number of hotel rooms 1000
Hardware key EXOkey M7 or higher

Software  EXO4 2009 edition 2 or later


